We extend the mass-constraint data clustering and vector quantization algorithm to estimate Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) as image features applying to the image retrieval problems. The GMM feature is an alternative method to histograms to represent data density distributions. Histograms are well known for their advantages including rotation invariance, low calculation load, and so on. The GMM maintains the rotation invariance properties; moreover, it addresses the high-dimensional problems due to which histograms usually suffer inefficiency problems. The extended mass-constraint (EMass) GMM estimation algorithm is compared with the typical Expectation-Maximization(EM) algorithm, and the deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) algorithm. The three algorithms are applied to train a GMM for a set of simulation data, and compared with the log-likelihood values. From the comparison results, we know that DAEM still has strong dependence on initial data point selection, which is the main problem we need to solve by taking advantage of the deterministic annealing methods. Thus the DAEM algorithm is not chosen to estimate GMM density functions for image retrieval. The EM and EMass algorithms are then applied to train GMMs from image RGB color features for the purpose of image retrieval. Finally the GMM features are combined with the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features to achieve higher precision retrieval. After we compare the precision/recall curves and mean average precisions achieved by two algorithms, we conclude that the extended mass-constraint algorithm is a better solution for GMM estimation, and combining the GMM and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) provides a new promising feature for image retrieval.
Introduction
Image retrieval is important for a number of applications, such as publishing and advertising, multimedia database management systems and so on [1] . Image retrieval encompasses two basic steps: image indexing, and matching. We are usually given a query image and an image database with all target images. Indexing is to extract image features from each image, both query and target images. Low-level image features, such as color, texture, and shape features, are often used for retrieval matching purposes. Central to an image retrieval system is image matching, where the query image is matched to several target images in the image database. The matching criterion is based on a term: similarity, which evaluates how similar the retrieved target images and the query image are. Similarity between two images is calculated based on the extracted indexing features. Histograms [2] are one of the most popular features for images. The histogram provides advantages such as low computation load, and rotation invariance. Grey level histogram is a small size feature, and thus retrieval applications by grey level histograms are very fast. Color histogram, however, usually is in high dimension, and retrieval is comparatively much slower. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [3] [4] [5] [6] is introduced to approximate the histograms features, while the feature space is compact with components' weights, means and covariance matrix.
Using GMMs to represent features has been widely followed for different applications in many research areas. The Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [7] is the dominant algorithm for estimating GMMs. The EM algorithm iteratively updates GMM parameters by maintaining a non-decreasing likelihood function. The EM algorithm does not guarantee to obtain the global maximum, because usually the likelihood function is not strictly concave. Under such cases, the non-decreasing EM algorithm will result in either a local maximum or a global maximum depending on the initial values.
In order to estimate a better maximum, deterministic annealing algorithm is applied to estimate the GMMs from data. The deterministic annealing method was first introduced for data clustering and vector quantization [8] . The deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) algorithm has been proposed for GMM parameter estimation problems [9] . In this paper, we make a comparison between the EM and DAEM algorithms for data modeling. Based on the comparison results, we conclude that DAEM is not an appropriate solution for data modeling by GMMs. We extend the deterministic annealing clustering and vector quantization algorithm in [8] for GMM estimation. The extended algorithm is compared with the EM algorithm by likelihood, and both are applied to and tested for image retrieval.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review how to apply the EM and DAEM algorithms to Gaussian mixture model estimation in Section 2. The extended mass-constraint EM algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Experimental results of each algorithm are shown in Section 4. Conclusions and ideas for future work arising from the paper are addressed in Section 5.
EM and DAEM
Assume we have a random variable Y that represents the grey level distribution in an image. Given a sequence of observations {y 1 , . . . , y N }, where N is the sample size, and y i is an observation of random variable Y , we can easily calculate the sample statistics, e.g. sample mean and sample variance, as
where µ is the mean, σ 2 is the variance, and E[.] is the expectation function.
The log-likelihood function L(Y ) on the given grey level data Y is defined as
where g(.) is a density function that describes the grey level data distribution in the image, and Φ is the function parameter set. Our problem is how to estimate a set of parameters Φ of the density function g(y; Φ) that best models the given image data. One of the popular solutions is to estimate the density function by maximizing the log-likelihood function. Assume that the g(y; Φ) is a Gaussian distribution, and thus Φ consists of two parameters, the mean µ and variance σ 2 . We know that the set of parameters of the likelihood maxima is the sample mean and variance.
However, if we examine the grey level histogram, we may notice that the histogram usually is not a distribution with only one Gaussian component, but a distribution with several Gaussian components mixed together. For example, an image with two colors may have two peaks in the histogram, which is modeled better by a GMM with two Gaussian components. One solution is to introduce a random variable Z to indicate from which Gaussian component an observation y i of Y is generated. The data are noted as X = {Y, Z } = {y 1 , z 1 , . . . , y N , z N }, where z i is a vector of length K , and K is the total number of components in the GMM. z i (k), k = 1, . . . , K is a value between 0 and 1, indicating that y i is decided by the kth component with weight z i (k). Note that the summation of all elements z i (k), k = 1, . . . , K in z i is 1. The log-likelihood is defined as:
Our problem remains that the hidden variable Z is not observed. Thus mechanisms to account for hidden variables are necessary to incorporate with the maximum likelihood method [10] .
EM algorithm
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [7] is a general maximum likelihood algorithm to estimate a model from incomplete data, i.e., data with missing values, or with latent variables. The EM algorithm calculates the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood of the complete posteriori densities, and updates the model parameters by maximizing the log-likelihood.
Given a set of data in d dimension Y ∈ Y, and a set of probabilistic density functions F on R d . We are looking for a density function g(y) ∈ F, which best describes the given data. If g(y) is depending on a set of parameters Φ, g(y) is noted as g(y; Φ).
We are looking for a set of parameters maximizing the log-likelihood
where Y is alphabet of Y . As mentioned above, the information that indicates which component generates each datum is missing. We denote this missing information as Z ∈ Z, where Z is the alphabet set as all vectors whose elements are summed to 1. We also use a corresponding X ∈ X including the observed Y and missing Z . Random variable X is referred to as complete data, Y is incomplete data, and Z is the unobserved data. The complete log-likelihood is defined as,
where f (y, z; Φ) is the joint density function of the variables Y and Z . The EM algorithm obtains a set of parameters Φ that maximizes L(Φ) by making use of the complete loglikelihood. The parameter set is iteratively updated by maximizing the expectation of complete log-likelihood Q(Φ |Φ), where
where Φ is the current parameter, Φ is the parameter to be estimated, and k(z|y; Φ) is the conditional probability function of the hidden variable z given the observed y, and denoted as
Thus the E step and M step of the EM algorithm are: E step:
M step:
where t is the iteration index.
Paper [7] indicates that the likelihood is non-decreasing at each iteration of the EM algorithm, i.e., each iteration of the EM algorithm is a monotonically increasing process. If the expected complete log-likelihood L c (φ) has several maxima, the EM algorithm converges to either a global or local maximum depending on the choice of initial values.
Deterministic annealing EM algorithm
The deterministic annealing method is applied to avoid local maxima [9] . The maximum likelihood estimation is reformatted as optimizing the expected complete log-likelihood with some constraints. The deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) algorithm defines the problem as one of maximizing the log-likelihood,
and also maximizing entropy
under the constraint:
The optimization is to maximize the Lagrangian
where T and λ are Lagrange multipliers. By maximizing the Lagrangian with respect to the density function k(z|y), we have
where Z is the partition function that satisfies
The DAEM algorithm is: 1. Set limits: Maximum parameter T max and minimum T min .
2. Set T = T max ; 3. Set Φ (0) , and t = 0; 4. Iterate the E and M steps until convergence. E-step:
M-step
Set t = t + 1; 5. Decrease T = αT, 0 < α < 1; 6. If T > T min , goes back to step 5; otherwise stop. Two special cases of T are + inf and 1. If T = + inf, the posterior probability is a uniform distribution. If T = 1, the posterior probability is the same as the EM algorithm. When T changes from + inf to 1, the effects of the original posterior density on the parameter estimation is increasing. We follow such changes because the posterior density is not reliable at the early training stages, but getting stable while we are approaching the true solution.
Extended mass-constraint EM algorithm
In this section, GMM estimation problem for a group of data is mathematically defined by minimizing an expected distortion or cost function. The basic idea comes from the mass-constraint algorithm [8] , which uses the deterministic annealing method as the DAEM algorithm. However, the mass-constraint algorithm uses different expectation functions with different constraints from the DAEM algorithm.
The mass-constraint algorithm has been applied to data clustering and vector quantization problems [8] . To cluster a group of data, they obtain a list of centroid vectors as the clustering results, with each vector as the centroid of a cluster. To formulate our problem, we consider a GMM as a soft clustering result of a group of data. Each Gaussian component is a cluster, and clusters are overlapped with the nearby clusters. Under this consideration, we extend the mass-constraint algorithm to estimate a GMM density function from the data, other than the cluster centroids by the mass-constraint algorithm. The resulting GMM density function consists of several Gaussian components with their weights, mean vectors, and covariance matrix.
The extended mass-constraint (EMass) algorithm for GMM density estimation is derived as follows. Let y denote a data vector, and g i (i = 1 . . . K ) denote the Gaussian components to be estimated, where the Gaussian mixture models have at most K components. We write the expected distortion [8] as:
where p(y, g i ) is the joint probability between an observed y and a Gaussian component g i , and the conditional probability p(g i |y) is the association probability of a component
is the distance from a data vector y to a Gaussian component g i . Our objective is to minimize the D subject to a level of randomness p(y, g i ).
The level of randomness is measured by the Shannon entropy
The optimization is equivalent to minimizing a Lagrangian
where T is the Lagrange multiplier. Similar to the derivation in [8] , two steps are iteratively performed to minimize F as:
Step 1. Fix the component parameters, and update association probabilities as:
where Z y is the partition function as:
Step 2. Fix the association probabilities, and optimize the component parameters according to
where d is the dimension of vector y, m i is mean, and v i is covariance matrix of the component g i .
A small change in the mass-constraint algorithm
Unlike clustering or vector quantization [8] , which returns a representative or mean vector for each group, the GMM estimation returns parameters with both the mean vectors and the covariance matrix. In many cases, the covariance matrix encounters singular problems, which make the algorithm fail in an unfinished estimation result. The singular matrix happens when all elements in a component are too similar to each other, which makes the component narrow in a small gap, and more like a constant. We propose to avoid this problem by singular checking at each iteration, maintaining a list with all singular matrix components, removing all singular component related data, and updating the GMM components parameters with the remaining data. The EMass algorithm for estimating the Gaussian mixture density function is as follows.
(1) Input: data y n× p , where n is the number of all data vectors, p is the dimensionality of data vectors, the number of mixture components is K max , and the minimum temperature is T min Output: Gaussian components weight p(g i ), mean m i , and covariance matrix v i , i = 1 to K max . p(g i ) 
. 
, and increment K .
(9) Go to step (3). The EMass algorithm differs from the mass-constraint algorithm at the fourth step. We add a singularity check step before updating the parameter set to the next iteration round. If a singular component is detected, we save it in a list, and update the data by removing all data related to the singular component. All parameters are reset to initial value, and the algorithm goes back to the beginning to train a model based on the remaining data.
The results obtained from the EMass algorithm are a Gaussian mixture model, together with several singular components if existing. As either the control parameter T or the number K max is decreased at each round of iteration, the algorithm will converge to a result while T and k both reach the predefined T min and K max .
Three algorithms
The three algorithms, EM, DAEM, and EMass are introduced for estimating a GMM from a group of data. Their differences lie in two aspects listed in Table 1 .
The first aspect is that the three algorithms have different objective functions. The EM algorithm maximizes the expected complete likelihood function to obtain the resulting model parameters. DAEM also maximizes the expected log-likelihood function, with the constraint of maximizing the posterior probability entropy function. EMass algorithm maximizes the expected log-likelihood, with the constraint of maximizing the joint probability entropy function. The second difference is that different constraints are applied while maximizing or minimizing the objective functions. From Table 1 , we can see that the EM algorithm is a pure maximum likelihood method, while the DAEM and EMass algorithms apply different constraints on the objective function to avoid local maxima problems. We will compare their performance in the following experiment section. 
Experiments

Simulations
In order to compare how the EM, DAEM, and EMass algorithms work, we first test the three algorithms by simulation experiments. The simulation test data are 1600 two-dimensional data generated by a GMM with four Gaussian components. The true values of the GMMs, initial parameters and trained results are shown in Table 2 , and Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 shows the resultant GMM with four components by the EM, DAEM, and the EMass algorithms respectively. The data are shown as red dots in the figure, and each GMM component is represented by an eclipse, with the center set by the component mean, and size set by the component covariance matrix. For the results using the EM algorithm in Fig. 1(a) , two components of four show the first group of data (group 1), and the other two components cover the remaining three groups of data. Such results are caused by improper initial data with two starting components with mean vectors as (−1, 0), (0, 0). These two components are both closer to the first group of data, and thus the results with the EM algorithm cannot distinguish one component from the other in group 1. This difficulty is the problem that we address by applying annealing methods. For both the DAEM and EMass algorithms result in Fig. 1(b) and (c), each component of the four GMM components shows one group of data.
From the log-likelihood results in Table 2 , we can see that the DAEM and EMass algorithms both obtain higher likelihood than the EM algorithm. DAEM achieves the highest log-likelihood in the three algorithms. However, we also note that the DAEM algorithm is very sensitive to the choice of the initial parameter β = 1/T . The following two examples in Fig. 2 show that when β is starting at 0.3 and 0.6, we obtain less accurate GMMs with lower loglikelihoods. The results show that DAEM has strong dependence on initial parameter selection, which is the main problem we need to solve by taking advantage of the annealing methods. As there is no available prior information to set the initial value of β, we consider the DAEM is not suitable for estimating the density of the GMM features for image retrieval applications.
Retrieval results
We test the EM algorithm and EMass algorithms by applying both algorithms to train GMMs from RGB color features for image retrieval. The test dataset (Wang) [11] contains 1000 generic images in 10 categories, with 100 images in each category. These ten categories are: Africa, Beach, Building, Bus, Dinosaur, Elephant, Flower, Horse, Mountain, and Food. Ten sample images selected from each category are shown in Fig. 3 . The images are of the size of either 384 × 256 or 256 × 384.
First, a GMM is trained from each image's RGB color features by the EM and EMass algorithms. The average log-likelihood for all images by the EM algorithm is −2.0005e+005, and the average log-likelihood by the EMass algorithm is −1.9795e+005, which is higher than the likelihood by the EM algorithm.
In the retrieval step, each image serves as a query image, and the performance is compared by average precisionrecall for all retrievals. Target images similar to the query image are retrieved by calculating and sorting the distance values between the query image GMM and all target images GMMs. Given a query image GMM as R = and a target image GMM as T = L 2 j=1 q j t j , the distance between the two GMMs are calculated by their approximation likelihood [3] . The likelihood is a weighted summation of the distance for each component in the query GMM to the closest component in the target GMM.
where m l is the mean of the closest component in the target image GMM to the ith component in the query image GMM. l is found by
where l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L 2 }, and v i is the covariance matrix of the ith component in the query GMM.
The retrieval average precision-recall results are shown in the left part of Fig. 4 . We compare the GMM results to the retrieval results by the local binary pattern(LBP) features [12] , which is a 256-bin histogram with each element in the histogram as the frequency of an LBP level in the image. The LBP is a color-based feature, and its details can be found in [12] . We also propose to interleave the RGB GMMs and LBP equally.
The interleaving is performed by the following steps. Given a query image and all target images in the data set, we first retrieve and sort all target images separately by their GMM and LBP features. Then we fetch the largest distance in each features results, and normalize all the distances into a value between 0 and 1. Thus, we obtain two distance values for each target image, and we add them together as the final distance to the query image. Finally, we sort all target images by their final distance values. The overall comparison is shown on the right side of Fig. 4 . GMM features by the EM and EMass algorithms are also compared by the mean average precision (MAP) over all retrievals. The MAP is the average precision at which each relevant image is retrieved. Two images are relevant when they are in the same category, and are irrelevant otherwise. The MAP is defined in Eq. (13):
number of relevant documents (13) where r is the rank of the retrieved image, N is the total number of all retrieved images, rel(·) is a binary function indicating whether the retrieved image at a given rank r is relevant to the query image, and pre(·) is the precision at a given rank r . This method favors the features that can retrieve relevant images earlier. The MAP comparison results are shown in Table 3 . From Fig. 4 and Table 3 , we observe that the GMM trained by the EMass algorithm achieves better precisionrecall and MAP results than the GMMs trained by the EM algorithm. The performance is improved again when we combine the GMM features and LBP features. The LBP features describe the relationship between a pixel with eight neighboring pixels, which provide the texture information. The GMM features provide the color information. The combined feature takes advantage of both the texture and color information in an image, thus achieves better performance than the performance of either method by itself.
Initial retrieval example
We show two examples to compare the performance of the GMM features trained by the EM and EMass algorithms. Two examples list the top 23 target images in all images that are retrieved given a query image. One query image is a human image, and the other query image is a flower image. In both examples, the query image is shown at the top left corner, and marked by Q. The rest of the images are retrieved target images, and they are ranked in an order from left to right, from top to bottom. A positive image, which means the target image belongs to the same category as the query image, is marked by Y. A negative image is marked by X. We expect that more positive images are ranked higher than negative images. The more positive images we obtain, the better are the retrieval results.
The first set of examples is shown in Figs. 5-7 . The query image on the left top corner is a human image in the Africa category. Fig. 5 shows the results by the EM algorithm. Among top 23 retrieved images, we have 15 positive images, and 8 negative images. The first negative image is the 4th retrieved image. Fig. 6 shows the results by the EMass algorithm. Among the top 23 images, we have 15 positive images, and 8 negative images. Compared to the EM algorithm result, the first negative image is the 7th retrieved image, which is better than the EM algorithm results. In Fig. 7 , 22 positive images are retrieved, and the only negative image is at 17th position. Thus, the comparison of three methods shows that EM is the worst, EMass is in the middle, and the combined method is the best one.
The second set of retrieval examples uses a flower image as a query image, and the results are shown in Figs. 8-10. All images are listed in the same way as in the first set of examples. The query image is a red flower image in the Flower category. Fig. 8 shows the results by the EM algorithm. Among these top 23 images, we have 15 positive images, and 8 negative images. The first negative image is the 8th retrieved image. Fig. 9 shows the results by the EMass algorithm. Among the top 23 images, we have 16 positive images, and 7 negative images. Compared to the EM algorithm result, the first negative image is the 12th retrieved image, which is better than the EM algorithm results. From the example, we observe that using RGB GMM features trained by the EM and EMass algorithms retrieve target images with similar red colors. Combined with LBP in Fig. 7 , the retrieval is more Accurate, as all retrieved 23 images are positive. Thus, the combined algorithm has the best precision performance. The two query images are in different categories, but the comparison results are consistent.
Future work
In this paper, we introduced an extended mass-constraint algorithm for training Gaussian mixture models from a set of data. The EMass algorithm has the promising property of avoiding local maxima problems, and achieves a higher log-likelihood than the EM algorithm. The experimental results show that the EMass algorithm also provides higher average precision when applied to image retrieval applications. Our future work will focus on providing detailed performance analysis on the relationship between log-likelihood and precision.
A tighter approximation for calculating the distance between two Gaussian Mixture models is also open for solution. This calculation can be accurately approximated by the Monte Carlo method [13] but with a heavy computational overhead. Both the effectiveness and the efficiency remain as important issues to be solved in the future work in this part.
